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Vail™ Series Copper and Metal Roofing
Application Instructions

APPLICATION TIPS

RECOMMENDED TOOLS

• When installing or walking on Vail Copper and Metal
Roofs, OSHA fall protection guidelines for sloped roofing
should be followed at all times.

• Right-left-center metal cutters
• Hammer, flat bar
• Hand-held seamer

• Check local building codes before installing.

• Safety harness and ropes

• Heat can be generated in any metal roof system. If using
a self-adhered membrane as an underlayment, consult
manufacturer’s guidelines to ensure that the membrane is
designed for use under high-temperature conditions.

• Pop-rivet tools

GENERAL APPLICATION
Deck Preparation
• Always check that the roof deck is straight and true, and
that fascias are level to the deck. When installing field
panels, check that the roof line is square to the ridge;
marking horizontal chalk lines every 4’ will help in adjusting for roof decks that are not square. By lowering a row
(not more than 1/16”), you can make minor adjustments in
the field panels to square-up uneven roof sections.

APPLICABLE STANDARDS AND CODES
• See ICBO ES Evaluation Report 5318 for allowable values
and/or conditions of use concerning materials presented
in this document.
• Metro Dade County Product Control Acceptance No. 990621.01.
• Class A fire-rated system may be achieved by installing
under the roof panels a minimum 1/2"-thick (12.7mm)
water-resistant core gypsum sheathing, complying with
ASTM C 79, 1/4"-thick (6.4 mm) Dens-Deck® overlayment
board manufactured by Georgia Pacific, or "Versashield"
non-asphalt fiberglass-based roll roofing manufactured
by Elk Corporation, installed over the plywood sheathing
and beneath asphalt-saturated underlayments as listed in
general application instructions. The gypsum and DensDeck materials are to be attached to the roof deck with
eight 1-1/2"-long (38mm) nails per 4' x 8' sheet. Length of
the nails used to attach the roof panels must be increased
by the thickness of the barrier boards.

Underlayments
• The sheathing is to be covered with a minimum of one
layer of Type 30 or two layers of Type 15 asphalt-saturated
felt. When using two layers of Type 15 asphalt-saturated
felt, apply a 19” starter strip of underlayment over metal
drip edge at eaves. Use a 36”-wide strip of underlayment
over the 19” starter strip and remaining courses, overlapping each course 19”. Overlap side laps 6” and stagger
6’ apart from course to course. In valley areas, install a
minimum of one !ayer of Type 30, 36” felt prior to installing valley metal.
• All underlayments are to be fastened to the roof deck
with minimum 7/8”-long, corrosion-resistant roofing nails
having 1” diameter plastic caps spaced at 12” on-center on
overlaps and in the field.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Panel Length		

34" Long

Panel Width		

12” Wide

Exposure Area/Panel

32.5” x 11.25”

Coverage		

39 panels per 100sf

Weight per Square
			

Copper- 136.5 lb.
Metal- 106.7 lb.

Hip and Ridge		
			

Length- 12” Exposure
Width- 5 1/2” per side

Severe Climate
• At all eaves, two layers of Type 15 felt are to be applied
shingle-fashion, solid-cemented together with approved
cementing material between the plies, extending from
the eave up the roof to a point 36” inside the exterior wall
line of the building. In a non-rated roofing system, severe
climate underlayment recognized in a current ICBO ES or
NES evaluation report may be used as an alternative to
the two layers of Type 15 felt at the eaves.

Product Material		
Copper- 16 oz. solid copper
			Metal- 26-gauge Galvalume
Product Coating		

Metal- Kynar 500®

Installation Clips		
			
			

2 per panel, 78 per square;
Hip and ridge also requires
clips: 2 per 12” square

• For installations in regions of the country where snow and
ice exist, potential hazards associated with falling snow
and ice should be addressed. Areas above walkways and
driveways, etc., need the most attention. Snow-retention
devices, snow clips, etc., should be installed per specification from an architect or engineer.

Trim Flashings		
All trim flashings come in
			10-foot lengths
Flat Stock		
			

Copper- 24” x 30’
Metal- 24” x 30’
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ROOF SLOPE AND SHEATHING REQUIREMENTS
• Minimum roof slope is 3:12.
• Must be installed over code-complying, minimum 7/16”
(11.1mm) wood-based structural sheathing.
Eave Drip Edge
Drip edge is to be applied to all eaves prior to installing the
roofing felt and nailed at 12” on center (see Fig. 1).

Figure 4

Figure 1

Bend edge metal and notch it at the corner about an inch so
that the drip edge can be inserted snugly at the corner
(see Fig. 2).

You may need to use two pieces of rake material at the ridge
apex. To do this, cut the inner area of the first piece to match
the vertical plane at the ridge apex. Then bend the top edge
of the second piece over the ridge, laying it flush with the
notched first piece. Points A & B should match (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5

Figure 2

Rake Edge
Rake edge is to be installed over the roofing felt (see Fig. 3).

When connecting upper and lower sections of a rake edge,
cut off approximately 2" of outer drip edge at an angle,
squaring off the top exposed surface on the lower section.
Leave the main water channel intact and install under the
upper uncut section. You may want to add a sealant where
the two top exposed metals meet (see Fig. 6).

Insert panel into flashing.

Figure 3

When installing a rake edge at the apex of a ridge, cut a 1 O'
or shorter piece at its center to match the ridge line. Before
bending the piece over the ridge, make 1/8" nip cuts as
shown in Figure 4. Then bend the piece over the ridge to the
apex of the roof rake, matching points A and B (see Fig. 4).
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Sidewall Flashings

Continuous Cleat

These should be applied prior to any other roof-related work,
such as installing siding or counter flashing. This will minimize
foot traffic once the roof panels are installed (see Fig. 7).

For areas where shorter courses of panels, pitch changes or
endwalls occur, the use of a continuous cleat will be required.
Install the continuous cleat by first applying a bead of caulking, then nailing the cleat into place with a minimum
of one nail per 12” (see Fig. 9).

Insert panel into flashing.

Figure 7

Figure 9

Valleys

Chimney and Skylights
Chimney and skylight flashing installations vary. The use of a
combination of endwall, sidewall and continuous cleats may
be required. If a saddle is being used, valley flashings may
also be required (see Fig. 8).

Center the valley flashing and attach to the roof deck
using clips on both sides of the valley spaced at 18” apart.
Do not penetrate the valley flashing with nails. When
installing valley metals where two valleys meet at an apex,
the following cuts can be used. Using the adjacent ridge line
as a reference, scribe a matching line on the first valley
metal and cut as noted (see Fig. 10). Cut the opposing
valley panel in a notched pattern (see Fig. 11). The
notched edges should match the straight line you have
already cut on the other valley panel (see Fig. 12).

Figure 8

Figure 10

Figure 11

Figure 12
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Valleys, con’t

To install the field panels into the installed valley metal,
using the center line of the valley as a guide, scribe a line
on the panel parallel to the valley. The panel is then cut
along this line to allow you to insert the panel into the
valley center piece.

When joining upper and lower valley pieces, notch both
sides of the lower valley piece with a cut that is 3” x 1/4”.
Connect the two valley pieces by inserting the upper piece
into the notches cut into the lower piece. You may want to
apply a bead of caulk along the edge of the upper piece
before making the connection (see Fig. 13).

Before inserting the panel, run a bead of high-grade
urethane sealant inside the valley center piece for extra
waterproofing (see Fig. 15).

Figure 13

When inserting valley panels at the junction of the rake
edge and the eave edge, start by cutting the valley metal
to match the edges of the rake and eave metal. Finish by
installing the rake metal (see Fig. 14). Use a high-grade
urethane sealant when installing the valley metal over the
eave metal and again when installing the rake metal over the
valley metal.

Figure 15

Figure 14
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FIELD PANELS
The horizontal layout that is installed from right to left
will require you to cut starter pieces. The first course requires
no cut, with the following three courses cut off from the right
side leading edge (see Fig. 16). Following the pattern shown
in Figure 16 will create the most random effect on the roof.
Save the cut pieces for use in finishing the left-hand side of
the roof.
Start with a full panel, making sure the bottom cleat of the
first row of panels interlocks with the drip edge. Applying
slight pressure, insert the lower right-hand corner, or starter
flange, into the sidelap of the panel to the right, or into the
rake edge flashing. Insert the panel firmly, as it has a built-in
guide that will determine how far you can insert the panel.
Then back the panel out of the insert “slot” approximately 1/16”. This is done to allow for thermal expansion so the
panels do not buckle. After making sure that the bottom
cleat has fully locked with the drip edge, apply a clip at 5”
to 8” from each end of the panel (see Fig. 16) and nail into
place with a nail of sufficient length to penetrate 3/4” into the
sheathing thickness or through the sheathing, whichever is
less. (If installing Classic Copper, be sure to use copper nails
and flashings only.) Do not apply clip over doubled area of
the panel. Install remaining starter pieces in the same fashion
(see Fig. 16). Be sure the bottom cleat fully locks with the
upper cleat of the panel below (see Fig. 16).

Pipes and Vents
When a roof has a penetration, install pipe flashing as you
would in a shingle-type application. Cut a hole in the panel
slightly larger than the pipe, and slip the panel over the pipe.
Place the flashing over the pipe and on top of the panel and
rivet into place. For extra protection, add a bead of highgrade urethane sealant to the panel prior to installing the
flashing (see Fig. 17).

Figure 17

Endwall or Pitch Change Flashing
When panels terminate at an endwall, cut and install panels
to within 1/2” of the wall. If the full panel can’t be attached
with the clips provided, it is necessary to nail the panel with
a minimum of two nails spaced evenly within 1” of the top of
the panel. Install a continuous cleat the necessary distance
to provide an interlock “overwall” flashing piece. The endwall
sheet is then nailed into place as to show no exposed nails
(see Fig. 18).

Figure 18
Figure 16
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Endwall or Pitch Change Flashing, con’t

Hip Caps

When the roof meets a wall, you will need to make a few
special cuts. Start by cutting away the lower edge of the
sidewall metal to match the angle of the roof’s edge
(“A” below). Score the upper edge of the sidewall metal and
bend it back to form a water diverter (“B” below). Both the
score and the cut should match the angle of the eave metal
(“C” below). Install the sidewall metal over the eave metal
(see Fig. 19).

Put first hip cap in place, approximately 3/4” past the hip’s
lowest point. Scribe a line on the hip piece to match the
eave lines on both sides. Cut away the excess 3/4” below
the scribed line. Fold the bottom metal back under to form a
modified hem that will interlock over the field pieces and the
eave drip edge. Secure in place with two clips at the top of
the hip cap (see Fig. 21).

Figure 19

Note: Cut off approximately 1" of the bottom hem of
the lowest roof panel where it connects to the valley,
the rake edge, or sidewall, to create a release passage
for the flow of water from these areas.

Figure 21

An optional method requires putting the first hip cap in
place and securing the lower end with two pop-rivets, one
on each side of the cap. Then secure the top with two clips.

Ridge Caps
At both hip and ridge locations, panels will be cut back from
the ridge lines a maximum of 4”. Install a 6”-wide strip of
Type 30 felt or self-adhered roof membrane over the field
pieces with a minimum of one layer. To install the first ridge
piece, install by securing with rivets (two on each side) at
the outer rake edge or with a ridge cleat (see Fig. 20).
The first ridge piece is attached to the cleat and secured
with one clip on either side of the ridge. Clips interlock with
the built-in cleat on each ridge piece. Each additional ridge
piece then interlocks with the previously installed ridge
piece and is attached with two clips. The last piece installed
is to be fastened with two rivets on either side of the ridge.
The coverage width for each side of the ridge piece is 5-1/2”.

Peak Flashings
Install peak flashings (see Fig. 22) similar to endwall or pitch
break flashing.

Figure 22

Continuous Cleat or Field Panel

Figure 20
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TYPICAL FIREPLACE INSTALLATION FOR VAIL
METAL ROOF SYSTEM APPLICATIONS
Endwall metal to be installed at the front of the chimney,
over the field panels, use continuous cleat metal as needed.
Wrap both edges of the endwall metal to the fireplace
(see Fig. 23).

Figure 23

Sidewall metal to be installed on both sides of the chimney
and over the installed field panels at the bottom of the
chimney. Wrap the top leading edge. Extend the sidewall
pan a minimum 12" past the back of the chimney. Proceed
to install the field panels into the sidewall metal receiver
(see Fig. 24).

Using flat metal stock, create a metal-formed saddle for the
top roof edge of the chimney. Install over the sidewall metal
and seal with a high-grade sealant where the two metals lap
over each other. Extend the saddle approximately 2" over
the sidewall metal (see Fig. 25).

Figure 25

Continue to install the field panels past the top leading edge
of the fireplace, over the first formed metal flashing. Create
and install a secondary formed-metal saddle flashing. The
top leading edge of the saddle flashing is to be installed
under the bottom hem of the field panel closest to the top
edge of the chimney. Pop-rivet with two rivets on both sides
of the saddle. Be sure to put a quality sealant between the
saddle and panels (see Fig. 26).

Figure 24
Figure 26
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PACKAGING

Steep-Pitched Roofs
Standard roof jacks and toe boards can be installed as a
means of safety and for the ease of installation.
• Make a cut at the top of the field panel hem, approximately
3-1/2” long. Fold back toward the roof.
• Install the roof jack, with a padding on the bottom portion,
to protect the roof.
• Continue to install the roof system over the installed
toe-board jack.
• When the installation is completed, remove the toe-board
and slide the toe-board jack out of its position and seal the
slot with a high-grade sealant.

Figure 27

Engineered to Endure. Designed to Inspire.

PRINCIPIO METAL SYSTEMS SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY
DAMAGE, LOSS, COST, EXPENSE OR LIABILITY RELATING TO FAILURE
TO FOLLOW THESE APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS. FAILURE TO FOLLOW
THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY AFFECT PRINCIPIO METAL SYSTEMS’
OBLIGATIONS UNDER THESE PRODUCTS' LIMITED WARRANTIES.
Manufactured under license of Principio Metal Systems
patents 5,613,337: D415.848: and 0423.122

©2019 Principio Metal Systems™. All Rights Reserved.
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